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This time one mustt not miss the opportunity too
exp
port gas too Egypt: ““the goverrnment off Israel m
must suppoort this
prooject”
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Gina Cohen, an expert in
n the energyy and naturral gas marrkets, in an interview oon the
ram
mifications oof the Egyp
ptian gas pip
peline deal
Thee Egyptian gas
g transacction, within
n the frameework of w
which Delek
k Group, Nooble
Eneergy and an
n Egyptian copany bou
ught about 40% of EM
MG, shows that the export
of Issraeli gas too Egypt is ffeasible ■ According
A
t the experrt, this projject is moviing
to
aheaad at the m
most opportu
une time, w
when a com
mbination off global, reggional and local
circumstances,, such as global deman
nd for gas, an increasee in gas priices and higgher
dem
mand for gaas in Egypt,, is making it possible to sell Israeli gas to E
Egypt.

Coh
hen: the quickest alterrnative to e
export Israe
eli gas (pho
oto by Eli Izhar)

Gas pipeline in Egypt: “thee objective iis to maximiize the voluume of gas thhat can be
transmitted in thhe pipeline every day”
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On iissues regarrding energyy in general and naturall gas in partiicular, it is aalways best to
listeen to the besst experts in the sector bbefore forming an opiniion. The eneergy sector is one
of thhe most com
mplex aspectts in econom
my, rich in iissues and reesources, annd it is certaainly
not ssomething tthat one cann summarizee with blackk and white slogans.
s
Anny such attem
mpt,
and over the lasst few years we have wiitnessed enddless such aattempts for example
d
w
regaarding the gaas outline - that serves so well the populistic, demagogic
and shallow
segm
ments of ourr populationn. Gina Cohhen is in my view the #11 expert on nnatural gas, a
lectuurer at the T
Technion annd over the last few yearrs, I have shhared her exxplanations,
undeerstanding aand forecastts on these issues with rreaders.
The Egyptian ggas transmisssion deal, w
within the fraamework off which Deleek, Noble annd an
Egyyptian compaany bought about 40% of the EMG
G pipeline, is
i a good oppportunity too
apprroach Cohenn once againn in order too hear from her about thhe ramificattions of the deal
and the chancess of movingg ahead withh gas exportss from Israeel to Egypt.
Thiss transactionn causes Cohhen to reminnisce about some intereesting historrical details of the
gas deals betweeen Israel annd Egypt. “L
Like every event,
e
so alsso the projecct to export
Israeeli gas and bbuy the EM
MG pipeline as
a the conduuit has a begginning andd an end”, shhe
sayss. “The begiinning was oon 18th Auggust 2004. I w
was workinng at the tim
me for Britishh Gas
(BG
G) that had a prominent position in both Egypt and in the IIsraeli emerrging gas secctor,
make
and we had beeen told by thhe Israeli govvernment thhat PM Arieel Sharon waas going to m
mportant annnouncemennt that day. I opened chaannel-1 New
ws at 17:00 pm to hear Haim
an im
Yavvin say that ““PM Sharonn decided thhat Israel’s second
s
gas ssupplier wouuld be Egyppt”
and “that the PM
M demandedd that talks with the Eggyptians be completed
c
w
within a monnth.”
was in shockk, as I knew only too weell that Egyppt did not haave enough gas”, recallls
“I w
Cohhen. “I wasnn’t the only oone in shockk, as the nexxt day, BG’ss manager in Egypt sennt us
an uurgent emaill stating thatt “His Excelllency the M
Minister of Petroleum
P
w surprised to
was
hearr that Israel thought thaat Egyptian ggas would bbe supplied any
a time soon. It took
anotther 5 years for the firstt molecule oof Egyptian gas to reachh Israel. Thee total ever
suppplied over thhe next 5 yeears (2008-22012), via thhe EMG pippeline amounnted to bareely 4.7
bcm
m, less than 110% of whaat had been ccontracted between
b
EM
MG and varioous Israeli cclients
for 115 years, annd nothing else since. T
The project was
w fated too fail, as nott only did Eggypt
not hhave enoughh gas, but thhe price set at $1.75/MM
MBtu for thhe gas sellerrs +$1/MMB
Btu
for tthe EMG pippeline owneers was unsuustainable ffor the Egypptian sellers..”
wever, someething good came out of all this enttanglement, despite thee failure of thhat
How
transaction. “Thhat project was
w most prropitious as it laid the fooundations ffor the curreent
deall, namely to export Israeli gas to Eggypt, a projeect that is based on reguulations thaat
Israeel has discovered and ddeveloped ovver 400 bcm
m of gas thatt can be expported, a
com
mmercially sound gas prrice based onn international standardds, and the kknowledge that
t

Egypt whose population is just shy of 100 million has a growing need for gas and is the
only country in the region that has not only one but two LNG export facilities.”
“Leviathan gets first rights to transmit gas in the pipeline”
Cohen explains how the transaction is constructed and what it includes: “it consists of a
combination of buying equity and the exclusive rights to use the 7 bcm/year capacity of
the 90 km EMG pipeline (with potential to expand to 9 bcm/yr) that connects between
Ashkelon in Israel and El-Arish in Egypt to allow the implementation of the Tamar and
Leviathan gas sales’ contracts with Dolphinus in Egypt. In addition, it includes an option
to use the 10 bcm/year pipeline from Aqaba in Jordan to El Arish to transmit additional
volumes of Israeli gas, via Jordan to Egypt.”
“The newly established company - EMED - by the Israeli Delek, the American Noble and
the Egyptian East Gas to buy 39% of the 26” EMG pipeline for $518 million in cash.
This investment, combined with a transportation agreement, will provide the three
partners with the exclusive rights to lease, operate and use all of the EMG pipeline
capacity. The other owners of EMG (such as PTT) remain as financial partners and will
benefit from the gas tolling fee.”
And what is the payment structure?
“Delek and Noble will each pay $185 million (total of $370 million). From the $370
million, the Leviathan and the Tamar partners will pay in total $250 million in
consideration for both suppliers' access to the EMG pipeline; Delek and Noble will each
pay an additional $60 million. The $250 million will be paid upon closing the EMG
transaction by the Leviathan partners, and half will be reimbursed by the Tamar partners
on 30.6.2020. Most significantly, the Egyptian company East Gas, which is an affiliate of
the Egyptian State Gas Company EGAS, will be investing $148 million which is a
considerable amount for Egypt. This strategic partnership with a leading Egyptian
infrastructure owner, that also owns the pipeline from Aqaba to El Arish, provides “skin
in the game” and an Egyptian umbrella to the entire transaction to sell Israeli gas to
Egypt.
Does one of the gas fields get any preference on using the pipeline’s capacity to
transmit the gas?
Leviathan gets first right to transmit gas in the EMG pipeline. Namely, if for any reason
the capacity in the line is low, then the first 3.5 bcm/year is for Leviathan gas; the second
tranche of 3.5 bcm/year is for Tamar gas if the field can supply this on a fixed basis.
Failing this, Tamar has the option to pipe its gas on an interruptible basis and any
capacity not used by Tamar, will automatically revert to Leviathan. The concept is to
maximize the volume of gas that can be transmitted in the line on any given day.
In addition, itt includes the ability to transmit Israeli gas in the relatively new 10
bcm/year East Gas owned pipeline from Aqaba to El Arish.
Does the gas transaction signify that the export of Israel gas to Egypt is feasible?

“Interestingly, the project is moving ahead at a most opportune time, when a convergence
of global, regional and local circumstances is making it possible to sell Israeli gas to
Egypt, which - according to its President A-Sisi - has positioned itself as a regional hub
for natural gas, for both domestic uses and for exports through the two LNG processing
plants.”
What do you mean by convergence of circumstances?
“I am referring to 3 main aspects: the first Global Gas Demand - There is a general
consensus that global demand for both pipeline and LNG gas is growing. Bloomberg
New Energy Finance (BNEF) predicted this month that global demand for LNG would
increase from 284 million tonnes per year (mtpy) in 2017 to 450 mtpy in 2030, while
Bernstein put this figure at 575 mtpy, and looking further ahead, DNV said demand
would reach 707 mtpy in 2040. A strong component of this growth comes from China,
where data from China's General Administration shows that total imports of gas grew by
69% in 2016 and 27% in 2017 and that growth rate so far in 2018 is 37%.
The second development relates to global gas prices - Gas prices in Europe are already
high and are entering the winter season under strain with a significant risk premium
priced into the forward curve. There is limited supply-side flexibility in the gas market, a
shortfall in Belgian nuclear and Nordic hydro in the power sector, and a bullish wider
energy, power and carbon prices leading to record high gas prices. LNG prices in the
world have once again risen to a level that make the chain of exporting LNG via the
Egyptian facilities economic. This is especially true as the facilities were constructed in
2005 and their costs have been amortized.”
“The third occurrence relates to what is happenign in the Egyptian gas market:
Egyptian Gas market - This September local production has reached 69 bcm/year out of
which Zohr provides 20 bcm and is expected to increase to 28 bcm/yr when it reaches full
capacity by Q1 2019. This has finally caught up with domestic consumption (65
bcm/year in mid-September 2018) even enabling a few cargoes of LNG to be exported
from Idku. However, over the last 5 years, 75% of the gas has been used by the power
sector, whilst the non-power sector (industrial, petrochemical, residential and
transportation) demand for gas use to amount to 43% of total demand before the crisis. In
addition, despite increased gas production, primarily from the Zohr but also from Nooros,
North Alexandria, Atoll and others, the veteran fields are depleting and consumption is
anticipated to grow. The power sector alone has seen construction completed two months
ago by Siemens of another 14.4 GWs of gas operated power stations, and moving
forward Bloomberg New Energy Finance (BNEF) assessed that Egypt’s gas power
generation is expected to increase 4% a year, which will lead to power demand for gas
increasing 44% by 2025 to reach 74.4 bcm.”
So, your assumption is that there will be a growing demand for gas in Egypt which
will, inter alia, be based on imports from Israel?
“As more gas becomes available from both Egyptian sources and imports (Israel,
Cyprus), the non-power sector will also recover, and it is assumed that demand will reach
15.5 bcm in 2025, amounting to a total 90 bcm of gas consumption by 2025 for all

sectors. Thus, the growth rate in Egypt relative to today, as well as the growth rate in
Israel based on the Israeli Ministry of Energy’s forecast for 2025, show that Egypt is in a
position to absorb a lot of the volume between 2020-2025, and Israeli gas can constitute a
real source.”
Another factor which has entered into the play this month, is the fact that Union Fenosa
Gas was awarded $2 billion in an arbitration ruling from the World Bank’s International
Centre for Settlement in a case involving the idled Damietta LNG plant in Egypt. The
ruling will help to ensure that this terminal could be in a position to resume exports of
LNG again in 2019 as it is believed that Egypt will pay the fine in the form of gas
supplies to the Damietta plant instead of paying them in cash.
This means that Egypt (baring a major discovery) will barely have enough gas for its own
consumption let alone able to export 17 bcm a year.”
The transaction is based on sound commercial fundamentals
What other advantages do you see in this pipeline transaction?
“There are a number of additional advantages: first, It is the speediest of all alternatives
to export significant volumes of Israeli gas to any country; there are no transit countries
en route and it ensures that the capacity of both Tamar and Leviathan will always be full
between the Israeli, Jordanian and Egyptian markets.
Second, in order to carry out further exploration in Israel, it is vital to have a market for
gas. Linking Israel to a major market (both contractually and through existing
infratructure) is one of the main aspects that will incentivize future exploration and
enable to monetize discoveries from existing leases such as Ratio’s Royee in the south
and the 5 Energean blocks in the north, should discoveries be made.
Third, for Egypt, it enables the country to leverage its strategic location and tap into new
demand markets (for Egyptian, Israeli and Cypriot gas). Indeed, because of the location
of the 2 LNG plants, just north of the Suez Canal, cargoes can economically be sent to
buyers in both the Atlantic and Pacific basins. Shipping costs from Egypt to Europe are
under $0.60/MMBtu and under $0.90 from Egypt to India or Kuwait (at current oil
prices). Thus, Egyptian LNG can undoubtedly be a competitive source of supply to
Europe, the emerging markets in South Asia and the Middle East. This versatile supply
would also be highly attractive to traders and large portfolio players who wish to
optimize cargoes.”
And what about the risks, such as terror attacks against the pipeline?
“I would like to correct a common misconception: The EMG pipeline was never bombed;
the line that was blown up is the 36” line from Arish to Port Said in Egypt’s northern
Sinai. The Egyptians have been restoring stability in the area and this line has been
operating unhindered the last few years.”
And yet, what are the disadvantages and risks of this transaction?
“It is not yet clear what will be the tolling fee to use the EMG line. Indeed, the full cost of
the line as reflected by the transaction amounts to $1.3 billion, so the tolling fee might be
high. In addition, the tolling fee to use the line from Jordan to Egypt is also not known,

nor the gas losses that may occur along this long route. There is the need to upgrade
Egypt’s infrastructure to feed into the two LNG export facilities.”
What issues have not yet been concluded to complete the deal
“The pre-requisites prior to closing the agreements include gaining government
approvals, ensuring that the pipeline is technically operational (a matter which can
probably be achieved within the next few months at a minimum investment), and
concluding legal procedures including an existing EMG debt to an Egyptian bank,
etc. In addition, the $2 billion debt owed by Egyptian gas companies to IEC as part
of the arbitration judgment won by IEC is still unresolved”
The bottom line: you sound quite optimistic regarding the chances of exporting
gas from Israel to Egypt
“And so, just as our story has a beginning, and has a perfect convergence of events to
make it all possible, as the saying goes ‘it ain’t over until the fat lady sings’. Indeed,
although this is the norm with such mega-deals, it includes a number of conditions
precedent which need to be resolved prior to it become effective. The final date stated by
Delek to achieve this is 30.6.2019.”
“The failed exports of Egyptian gas to Israel are not a precursor of what is to come with
this transaction, which is based on totally different fundamentals. And yes, although
opportunities, especially when the market is so large and dynamic, do include risks,
unlike the chaotic failure of the original gas sales agreement to Israel made by EMG back
in 2004, this transaction is based on sound commercial legs representing real market
needs involving the Egyptian Governmental Affiliate company East Gas, thus
diminishing the risks associated with the transaction.”
“What is important is to remember that an opportunity was missed after 2014 when the
MOU was signed to export gas to Egypt, because of the hustle and bustle of the gas
outline. Between April 2015 and September 2018, Egypt imported 24.93 bcm of LNG,
gas which Israel could have readily supplied to Egypt at a higher price than the average
gas price in Israel and considerably lower than the LNG price paid in Egypt.”
“The government of Israel must now lend its support to this project and enter
immediately and extensively into government-to-government agreements. Let us hope
that this will be a new beginning.”
In my view (Eli Zipori), Cohen uses too gentle a word when describing what happened
around the gas outline as ‘hustle and bustle’. In my view, it was much more than this. It
was an unnecessary superfluous festival which caused the loss of an opportunity to export
gas to Egypt. We must all hope that this time, this opportunity will not be squandered.

